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Professional experience
SCHELLENBERG WITTMER Geneva, Associate (2002-2007)
HARVARD LAW SCHOOL; Visiting Scholar – Swiss National Science Foundation’s Fellow (2001-2002)
GENEVA UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL; Research and Teaching Assistant, Department of Private International Law (1999-2001)

Languages
Italian (mother tongue), French, English, German

Bar admission and education
PhD [Doctorat en droit], Geneva University Law School (2004)
Geneva Bar (1999)
LL.M. [Diplôme d’études approfondies (DEA) en droit européen], Geneva University Law School (1995)
LL.B. [Licence en Droit], Geneva University Law School (1996)
Degree in International Relations [Licence en Relations Internationales], Graduate Institute of International Studies, Geneva (1992)

Areas of specialization
International arbitration
International contracts
Conflict of laws and private international law
International sports law
Experience in international and domestic arbitration

Sat as an arbitrator (chairman, sole or co-arbitrator) in approximately 20 arbitrations, both institutional (ICC, Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, Arbitration Rules of the Milan Chamber of Arbitration, VIAC, etc.) and ad hoc. Served as secretary to the tribunal in approximately 30 arbitrations, both institutional (ICC, Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, DIS, ICSID, UNCITRAL Rules, etc.) and ad hoc. Acted as counsel in more than 50 international and domestic arbitration cases.

Other professional, academic and scientific activities

Journal of International Dispute Settlement (Oxford University Press) - Member of the editorial board
Jusletter, Online Law Journal - Editor responsible for sports law
Swiss Athletics - Chairman of the Arbitral Tribunal
Swiss Bar Association (FSA/SAV) - Chairman of the Scientific Board on Sports Law

Professional associations

Geneva and Swiss Bar Associations
Swiss Arbitration Association (ASA)
International Arbitration Institute (IAI)

Main representative publications on arbitration (books in SMALL CAPS)
(for the complete list, see http://www.lk-k.com/en/publications/list-all-articles.html)

• Yearly co-edition of NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION, Zurich (Schulthess), as from 2008 (with Christoph Müller and Sébastien Besson)
• Yearly contribution, Arbitrage, in: F. Bohnet (ed), LE DROIT POUR LE PRATICIEN, Basel (Helbing & Lichtenhahn), as from 2009 (with Erika Hasler)
• Yearly Chronique de jurisprudence en matière d'arbitrage sportif, Cahiers de l'arbitrage/The Paris Journal of International Arbitration (with Ulrich Haas)

* * *

• INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION: LAW AND PRACTICE IN SWITZERLAND, Oxford (OUP) 2015 (with Gabrielle Kaufmann-Kohler)

• L’importance du droit suisse de l’arbitrage dans la résolution des litiges sportifs internationaux; Revue de droit suisse 2013, pp. 301-325


• La pertinence du « consentement » dans l’arbitrage du Tribunal Arbitral du Sport, Jusletter 16 July 2012 (with Fabrice Robert-Tissot)

• Le recours contre la sentence, in: A. Bonomi/D. Bochatay (eds) Arbitrage interne et international, Geneva (Droz) 2010, pp. 109-140

• The Swiss Supreme Court Refits the Frigates – ICC Award Set Aside After More than Thirteen Years, Journal of International Arbitration 2010, pp. 317-330 (with Elisabeth Leimbacher)

• Arbitrage international – Droit et pratique à la lumière de la LDIP, 2nd edition, Bern (Weblaw) 2010 (with Gabrielle Kaufmann-Kohler)

• Arbitrati e Tribunale internazionale sportivo, in: M. Rubino-Sammartano (ed), Arbitrato, ADR, Conciliazione, Bologna (Zanichelli) 2009, pp. 1123-1162

• Le délai d’appel devant le Tribunal arbitral du sport: Quelques considérations à la lumière de la pratique récente, in: P.M. Zen-Ruffinen (ed), Le temps et le droit, Basel (Helbing & Lichtenhahn) 2008, pp. 255-272

• Application des IBA Guidelines on Conflicts of Interests devant le Tribunal fédéral, Les cahiers de l’arbitrage 2008/2, Gazette du palais des 2-3 juillet 2008, pp. 27-31

• The Decisions Rendered by the CAS Ad Hoc Division at the Turin Winter Olympic Games 2006, Journal of International Arbitration 2006, pp. 453-466


• L’arbitrage international en matière de sport, Basel (Helbing & Lichtenhahn) 2005

• Sports Arbitration for the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Arbitration 2003, pp. 184-189 (with Gerry Tucker)

• When is a Swiss arbitration international? Comments on a Swiss Federal Tribunal decision of June 24, 2002 (4P.54/2002), Jusletter 7 October 2002 (co-author Gabrielle Kaufmann-Kohler)

• Die Revision internationaler Schiedssprüche in der Schweiz, Basel (Helbing & Lichtenhahn) 2002 (with Michael Schöll)

• Correction and Interpretation of Awards in International Arbitrations held in Switzerland: Note on a Decision of the Swiss Federal Court (ATF 126 III 524), Mealey's International Arbitration Reports 2001-4, pp. 25-31 (with Gabrielle Kaufmann-Kohler)

• Arbitrage, ordre public et droit communautaire de la concurrence, ASA Bulletin 1999, pp. 455-502